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FRÅN BERG TILL BALLAST 

- Den nya generationen simuleringsverktyg från Sandvik Mining & Construction 

Bengt-Olof Tjell, Pertti Koivunen, Sandvik Mining and Construction AB 

Sammanfattning 

Traditionellt har integreringen mellan bergbrytning (borrning och sprängning) och 
ballastproduktionen (kross & sortering) pga. dess komplexitet varit ett svårhanterligt 
dilemma. 

Därför har Sandvik Mining and Construction tagit fram ett paket simulerings verktyg där 
varje ingående delprocess kan simuleras och beräknas, hela kedjan ut. 

Verktygen är ~Jdelade i två simuleringsmoduler kallade SIMQUARRY™ och 
PlantDesigner , 

I SIMQUARRY™ modulen modelleras själva bergtäkten, maskinpark och brytning 
planeras, här anges även ekonomiska förutsättningar. 

I PlantDesigner™ beräknas själva krossanlägningen. här kan man även göra en optimering 
utifrån givna förutsättningar 

Båda programmen kommunicerar med varandra och utbyter data som påverkar beräkningar 
utanför den egna modulen. 

SIMQUARRY™/PlantDesigner™ paketet är framtaget för att enkelt kunna förbättra hela 
processkedjan, typiska frågeställningar är kapacitetsberäkningar för olika maskinval, 
förbättringar av losshållningsprocessen, såväl tekniskt som ekonomiskt. Vinst och kostnads 
kalkyler, för olika ekonomiska scenarion, 

Med hjälp av integreringen mellan SIMQUARRY™/PlantDesigner™ är målet en total 
teknisk-ekonomisk optimering inom berghanteringen. 
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Preface 

The process from rock to aggregate products involves several different stages of 
excavation, material handling, sizing and sorting. The complexity of this chain and its 
requirements' of several skilts to understand each step makes it difficult to get an overview 
of the business, and of course even worse to optimize the whole chain both technically and 
economically. 

The permanent condition in the process is to make products according to specification; this 
is the base levet requirement, which is impacting all sub processes, however is the levet of 
impact is different. In general is the requirement from the products higher the closer each 
process is situated in the chain to the final products but of course is also the raw material 
affecting the process but here is the influence higher in the beginning of the process chain. 
This can be visualized in a requirement map. (See fig 1 ). 
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Fig 1. The main sub processes in Quarrying. 

Although overview perspective is needful, each individual stage in the rock refinement 
must be taken in consideration from excavating the rock to storing the products. Sandviks 
solution to this is two program packages who together deal with the whole chain the split is 
made up between what actually happens in the pit and the refinement of the rock. this 
selection is natural because there is a big difference in the process here. so the naturala 
interface between SimQuarry and PlantDesigner is that Sinquarry deals with drilling, 
blasting, loading hauling i.e. all treatment until the material is loaded into the feedhopper of 
the primary crusher. Here will PlantDesigner take over with plant flow design, equipment 
selection mass flow calculation and production tonnage with distribution of products. 
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Rock excavation 

Fig 2. The quarrying process 

Thanks to the development of quarrying and mining equipment, it is possible to gain both 
high production capacity and ergonomic working conditions. For the rock excavation work, 
this, in tum, means increased safety and profitability - thus counteracting continuous and 
rapidly increasing costs with improved productivity. In today's rock excavation world this 
is essential - yet customers justifiably can expect more from the equipment suppliers for 
maximum benefit and profitability. 

Trendlines in the industry 

Process Performance 

SOLUTIONS 

MACHINES 

TIME 

Fig3. Switchfrom products only to value adding solutions isa general 
trendline in todays industrial world. 
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There are three dimensions to dealings between suppliers and end users: 
physical products or processes, support services and relationships. 

Simulation tools in this classification belong to the relationship dimension, and are used 
both for surface rock excavation and for underground operations. 

Sizing rock - moving rock 

Sizing ofroB> 

-. I Crushing l 

IRock l Secondar breakin 

+ 
Sa/eable 
products 

: Loading and hauling ...................... ................................... 

I Moving of ro~ 

Fig 4. Quarrying process includes both rock sizing and logistic challenges 

The rock excavation process in quaITies is basically, when simplified, the down- sizing and 
moving of rock. Before saleable goods are ready to be supplied, a chain of interlinked 
process stages must be performed. Both technical and economic results of a rock 
excavation operation can be affected by the selection of working methods and equipment. 

Cost effects in rock excavation 

The basis for the rock excavation process is well known and understood. The finer the rock 
is blasted, the more drill ho les and explosives are required for a given volume of rock and 
vice versa. On the other hand, coarser shotrock normally results in less capacity and thus 
higher costs at the downstream loading and crushing stages of the process. A minimum 
total cost can be recognized from shotrock fragmentation point of view. The total cost 
curve 1s case dependent, e.g. type of material, size of operation and type and size of 
equipment. 
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Fig 5. Cost effects oj sub-processes as afunction oj shotrock mean 
fragment size kso 

When market prices for saleable rock products is added to the picture, the optimum revenue 
point can be found. If premium prices are achieved for quality products, it may be 
profitable to switch the selected degree of shotrock from the cost minimum point. 

Premium market price 

FI atrate market pri ce 

End-product cost curve 

Shotrock fragmentation, k50 

Fig 6. Premium market prices for aggregate products may switch operations 
from the cost minimum point to maximum revenue point 

Rock Processing 

When SimQuarry deals with the rock excavation ( drilling, blasting, loading, hauling) parts 
in a quarry are the PlantDesigner software the solution for the rock refinement ( crushing 
and screening). Since the way of getting a certain product from a specific raw material can 
vary a lot and also small differences in the requirements of the products can change the 
process solution completely is the best way solving this in specific software and then 
communicate the results and impact to the frame program (SimQuarry). The influence of 
parameters in the crushing and screening process is showed in fig 7 below. 
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Properties lnfluence lnfluence lnfluence 
1. Loading in 1. High 1.Low 1. Low 
2. Max size 2. High 2.Low 2. Low 
3. Feed cap 3. Medium high 3. Medium low 3. Low 
4. Feed PSD 4. Medium high 4. Medium low 4. Low 
5.Wi 5. Medium 5. Med ium high 5. High 
6. AI 6. Medium 6. Med ium high 6. High 
7. Moisture 7. Medium 7. Medium low 7. Low 

Primary lntermediate Final 
crusher crusher crusher 

lnfluence lnfluence lnfluence Properties 
1. Medium low 1. Medium 1. High 1. Process 
2. Low 2. Medium 2. High 2. Quantity 
3. Low 3. Medium 3. High 3. Quality 
4. Low 4. Medium low 4. High 4. Prod cap 
5. Low 5. Medium low 5. High 5. Prod PSD 
6. Low 6. Low 6. Medium 6. Loading out 

• Fig 7. Parameter injluence map for crushing and screening process 

Simulating Crushing and Screening processes 

Successful applications engineering for crushing and screening plants is based on the 
operators knowledge about what the crushing and screening plant shall do, and having a 
good understanding of the characteristics of the material to be processed and ha ving the 
freedom to choose the right machines. 

A simulation tool is necessary to demonstrate how the crushing and screening plant will 
work in order to produce the required products and to calculate the load for each of the 
chosen machines in the crushing and screening plant. The final touch is to show the 
material flow drawn up on a flow sheet for the calculated crushing and screening plant. 

Since the middle of the seventies, computer environment application tools have been 
developed and used for quick and simple evaluation of alternative solutions to meet 
crushing and screening plant inquiries, for flow sheets, layouts and quotations. 

In accordance with this philosophy the PlantDesigner® program developed, intended for 
the simultaneous generation of a flow sheet drawing and the calculation of the material 
flow in the simulated plant. 
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Fig 8. Equipment selection and process jlowssheet drawing 

The flow sheet is created by selecting icons from a toolbox. Y ou drop them into the 
drawing as you design the process, the characteristics of each of the units in the process are 
selected in dialogue boxes, which appear when you double-click on the icon in the flow 
sheet. Flow calculations can be made as soon as all of the connections between the symbols 
have been made in the flow sheet. 
The PlantDesigner® simulation program is a program in which a better input gives a much 
better answer. 

The selection of the right machines, can be done by matching a known market requirement 
for aggregate products, then The Plant designer is used before the SimQuarry software to 
get a targets production and a guideline for the shot rock distribution, but it can also be used 
in the other way to analyze the outcome of products for a certain pit operation. The 
PlantDesigner simulation take in consideration raw material data which can be imported 
directly from SimQuarry or standard values for shot rock fragmentation, rock type, etc. can 
be chosen there is also a possibility to freely adjust raw material values to fit a specific 
situation. 
In the simulation it is possible to input known data from performance investigations, cost 
function is also available and it can be used all the way down to single machine level. 

A simulation of a crushing and screening plant with PlantDesigner® enables you to, 

Test and evaluate a plant design before you invest money in actually building the crushing 
& screening plant. Investigate the effects of different feed materials. Identify bottlenecks in 
a crushing & screening plant. Explore the effects of changes/modifications in a crushing & 
screening plant. Predict results of process changes and experience the impact of new ideas 
directly on the screen and gives an improved understanding of why observed events occur 
in an existing crushing and screening plant. 

Successful applications engineering for crushing and screening plants is based on knowing, 

• What you actually want the crushing and screening plant to do. 
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• Having a excellent know-how ofthe breakage function for the characteristics of the raw 
material that will be processed. 

• Knowing the requirements of the end products. 
• Having the freedom to choose the right machines/processes 

Furthermore, a simulation tool is necessary to show our customers, 
• How the crushing and screening plant will work, with the predicted raw material, in 

order to produce the required products (Before the Crushing & Screening plant is built.) 
• To calculate the load for each of the chosen machines in the crushing and screening 

plant. 
• To show the material flow in each stream as both quantity and quality 
• Make technical-economical optimizations of suggested crushing and screening 

processes and/or existing crushing and screening processes. 

What can simulations offer 

Everybody knows how arduous, time consuming, expensive and sometimes practically 
impossible it is to run extensive field tests <luring ongoing production. Then simulation can 
in stead be applied. However, a baseline case must first be established. 

Simulation is a practical means to plan the process. Typical objects are: selection and 
capacity calculations of equipment, excavation process tuning both technically and 
economically, trendline effects, cost and profitability estimates. For planned or existing 
projects; possible bottlenecks can be recognized and a solution found . 

SAND VIK T AMROCK SIMQUARR Y™ is different from traditional pit or quan-y 
planning tools. The SIMQUARRY™ is strictly concepted to analyse the rock excavation 
process and its sub-processes. Pit imaging (in 3D coordinates) is only used to get all 
necessary location data for the calculation procedures. 

We must admit to an important aspect; the strength of simulation is in getting trendlines 
after changes to the operations have been made. The quality of results is directly 
proportional to the goodness of the input data. 

Fig 9. 3-D view oja quarry with ramps, planned and placed blast patterns 
and crushing plant 
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Steps of simulation 

How is simulation performed? 

Consideration of rock product markets, fractions and prices -> Decision about production 
volume -> Crushing process planning -> Quarry layout -> Scheduling -> Blasting details 
/fragmentation assessment-> Equipment selection in terms of type and size -> Capacity 
calculations and fine tuning -> Cost calculations -> Profitability analysis. 

Simulations are repeated until profits have been maximized. 

Brief examples of simulation stages 

Fig 10. Products market and pricing knowledge is the initial stage 
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Fig 11. Controlledfragmentation oj shotrock is one ofthe mast important 
parameters. A modified shotrock fragmentation curve is used as feed 
material in PlantDesigner crushing plant planning and simulation program 
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Capacity: 
300 tlh 

CSS= 140 mm 

Sep 1 = 60 mm 
Sep 2 = 25 mm 

ECC= 36mm 
ess= 16 mm 

ECC= 32 mm 
CSS=40 mm 

Fig 12. Crushing plant calculation identifies bottlenecks and allows solution with 
improvements calculated See also fig 13. 

Capacity: 

, ~ 450 Uh.r--~l.lil-----------------, 

Load: 95 % 

CSS= 140 mm 

Sep 1 = iQ 40 mm 
Sep 2 = 25 mm 

ECC=a..4O mm 
CSS= 16 mm 

~ 

Fig 13. Bottleneck solved by simulation calculation 
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Fig 14. Printed schedules help to identify bottlenecks. Question: is the amount of dumpers 
in this fictional example enough? 

Fig 15. Balanced fleet as to sizes and capacities is one of the 
success factors. 

D Drilling cost 

D Charging and blasting cost 

D Breaking cost 

D Loading cost 

D Hauling cost 

D Other cost 

D Crushing cost 

Fig 16 Simulation cost example. Since all sub-process costs are known, 
total profitability can also be estimated. 
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